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The objective here is to simulate a 3-Dimentional Aircraft in motion 
specifically the Beaver Aircraft. Then, finding the trim conditions required to keep the 
aircraft at steady level, and using this values to simulate again the motion. After that, 
these nonlinear equations of motion will be linearized and the stability derivatives will 
be estimated for the longitudinal motion, finally, comes auto pilot and velocity hold 









































Equations of Motion Simulation 
 
The general nonlinear equations of motion of any aircraft are represented by 12 
equations: 
 
( ) RVQWmgFmU x +−−= θsin
1  
( ) PWRUmgFmV y +−+= φθ sincos1  







+−−+=  1  









+−−+=  1  
 
φφθ sincos RQ −=  
θφθφφ tancostansin RQP ++=  
θφθφψ seccossecsin RQ +=  
 ( ) ( ) ( )WVUX ψφψθψψφψθφψθ sinsincossincossincoscossinsincoscos ++−+=
( ) ( ) ( )WVUY ψφψθψψφψθφψθ cossinsinsincoscoscossinsinsinsincos ++−+=
( ) ( ) ( )WVUZ θφθφθ coscoscossinsin ++−=  
 
 






















































Trim conditions are found by assuming that there is no motion in the lateral direction 
besides, all angular rates are zero. 
 
By using these assumptions the equations of motion turn to be: 
 
0sin =− θmgF x  
0sincos =+ φθmgF y  






By using Matlab we get the trim values as: 
-1.1092dpt
   0.0404
    -0.0074
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Equations of Motion Simulation Using Trim Conditions 
 
Using the trim values to simulate the Beaver motion (trim values used here which are 





   -0.0425
   -0.046
   0.0091



































Equations of Motion Linearization 
 
If we assume the motion consists of small deviations we can get the following two 























Stability Derivatives Estimation 
 
Here we are going to estimate the longitudinal derivatives. 
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Auto Pilot Hold Design 
 
Using Classical Control Approach 
 
Here Root Locus method will be implemented. 
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Root Locus (Original System) 
 
 
We can see that there is a pole at 0 which makes the system marginally stable and 








z = -11.9728 
z = 11.6638 
z = -0.0123 
Poles 
p  =0           
p  =-2.1606  +
2.4112i 
p  =-2.1606 - 2.4112i 
p  =-0.0161  +
0.2631i 
p  =-0.0161 - 0.2631i  
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Response to Step Input (Original System) 
 
 
We can see below if we can get rid of the pole at 0 and also get rid of the zero at 
11.66 we observe that the root locus on the right plan is gone which stabilizes the 
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Response to Step Input (Adding Compensator) 
 
 
Response to Step Input (Adding Compensator) with different k 
 
 




 Using Modern Control Approach 
 
Beaver according to flying quality requirements is classified as: 
 Level 2 
 Class II 
 Category B 
 
Which should has: 
 Long Period (Phugoid) Mode 
            ζph > 0 
 
  Short Period Mode 
 0.2 < ζsp < 2 
 
Here by specifying the settling time tss and the damping ratio ζ we can find the pole 
location directly: 






































































For altitude hold we have to modify our system such that the 
altitude
 
Long Period (Phugoid) Mode:


















Is directly related, we assumed also that we velocity is held constant by some other 
system. 


























































We can see in the next page the step response of the system wiyhout and with 
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